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PENTECOST SUNDAY

We Could Use Another Pentecost
I Corinthians 12:3b-13; Acts 2:1-21

Many of you have been amused by Deborah’s devotion of last
Wednesday–not because of the devotion.  It is a beautiful expression of the
ways we can live out Easter Joy day by day.  No, the amusement, arises from
Deborah imagining me in the video which accompanied the devotion.  You
see, the video features the Easter service of the Sacred Heart Catholic
Church in Omaha, Nebraska.  The priest, garbed in flowing white vestments,
dances in the chancel to a vibrant rendition of the gospel song, “O Happy
Day.”  It is a joyous sight, but I tell you, when you see me dancing a jig on this
chancel, you will know that the Spirit–or some spirit–has truly seized me!

Today is Pentecost which is all about the Spirit of God seizing people. 
That story really begins with creation when the Spirit of God hovered (maybe
even danced) over the primordial waters that birthed creation.  For eons, the
Spirit was active in various ways, but God chose Pentecost–a Jewish harvest
celebration that took place fifty days after Passover and, consequently, Jesus’
resurrection–for the Spirit to dance like flames of fire over ten dozen disciples
as they sheltered in place for fear of the Jewish and Roman authorities.  For
each of them it was an anointing, a blessing of God.  They had been
waiting–as we talked about last week–waiting for God to give them the signal
to do what Jesus had called them to do–go out and preach the gospel in word
and in deed.  Listen to the story as Luke tells it in the second chapter of the
Acts of the Apostles:

When the day of Pentecost had come, they were all
together in one place. And suddenly from heaven there came a
sound like the rush of a violent wind, and it filled the entire house
where they were sitting.  Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared
among them, and a tongue rested on each of them.  All of them
were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other
languages, as the Spirit gave them ability.

Now there were devout Jews from every nation under
heaven living in Jerusalem.  And at this sound the crowd gathered
and was bewildered, because each one heard them speaking in



the native language of each.  Amazed and astonished, they
asked, "Are not all these who are speaking Galileans?  And how
is it that we hear, each of us, in our own native language? 
Parthians, Medes, Elamites, and residents of Mesopotamia,
Judea and Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia,
Egypt and the parts of Libya belonging to Cyrene, and visitors
from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabs—in our
own languages we hear them speaking about God's deeds of
power."  All were amazed and perplexed, saying to one another,
"What does this mean?"  But others sneered and said, "They are
filled with new wine."

But Peter, standing with the eleven, raised his voice and
addressed them, "Men of Judea and all who live in Jerusalem, let
this be known to you, and listen to what I say.  Indeed, these are
not drunk, as you suppose, for it is only nine o'clock in the
morning.  No, this is what was spoken through the prophet Joel:
‘In the last days it will be, God declares, that I will pour out my
Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old
men shall dream dreams.  Even upon my slaves, both men and
women, in those days I will pour out my Spirit; and they shall
prophesy.  And I will show portents in the heaven above and
signs on the earth below, blood, and fire, and smoky mist.  The
sun shall be turned to darkness and the moon to blood, before the
coming of the Lord's great and glorious day.  Then everyone who
calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved.' Acts 2:1-21

What an experience!  Jews from all over the known world were gathered
for the harvest festival which also celebrated God’s giving of the law to his
people.  It surely seemed like a party gone wild when all of those Galileans
came spilling out of a house, jabbering in different languages, giddy with
excitement.  Though it was still early in the morning, some of the people in the
street accused them of being drunk.  Peter dispelled that rumor and explained
why there was such exuberance among the followers of Jesus.

A lot of amazing things happened that day, but the one detail that
always stands out is the uncanny ability of those believers to speak in a
variety of languages that they had never learned and for other people to
understand them!  All of those people, who day by day could not easily
communicate with each other, heard the good news of Jesus Christ and
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understood it.  Luke tells us that three thousand of them were baptized and
joined the fellowship of believers. 

The gospel was heard regardless of language and cultural barriers.  The
followers of Jesus spoke and other people listened and understood.  At any
time, but especially at this time–on this Pentecost Sunday–that alone is a
miracle.  Considering what is going on in our world today, everything that is
happening in our nation, our state, our community, our neighborhoods, and
our families, I think we could use another Pentecost about now.  A visitation
of the Spirit which would enable us to speak, listen, and understand one
another would truly be a gift from heaven.

Last Monday, on Memorial Day, Christian Cooper was birdwatching in
a wooded part of Central Park in New York City when a young woman came
down the trail with her dog which was not on a leash as required by city
ordinance.  He asked the lady to leash her dog for the safety of the wildlife
and other people.  She refused, argued with him, and called the police, acting
hysterical, saying she was being threatened by a Black man.  Fortunately, Mr.
Cooper remained calm and took a video of her behavior.  Otherwise, the
incident could have escalated into a tragic event.  As it was, the young
woman, also surnamed Cooper, was publicly humiliated and subsequently
fired from her job because of her racist and unwarranted behavior.  She
simply refused to listen.

On that same day, twelve hundred and forty miles away, George Floyd
was sitting in his car on a Minneapolis street when police arrived to
investigate a report of counterfeit money.  He was removed from the vehicle,
handcuffed, and put on the ground.  An officer put his knee on Mr. Floyd’s
neck so that his upper torso and face were pressed into the pavement.  The
horrific video, which we have all seen, allows us to hear him saying over and
over, “I can’t breathe.”  He died before reaching the hospital.  None of the four
officers present, including the one pinning him to the ground, listened. 

We are all struggling with this relentless pandemic and the personal,
social, and economic toll it is taking.  States are trying to find safe ways to re-
energize the economy and allow citizens to gradually resume normal
activities.  Last weekend, many people heard the words “relaxed restrictions”
and “open again” but failed to hear other words like “safe distancing,” “small
gatherings,” and “wear masks.”  Crowds gathered around pools, at the beach,
in the grandstands of a racetrack, and in churches, often without masks,
shoulder to shoulder.  They did not listen.
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Recently, Deborah and I were having a conversation about something
that was important but not at all critical to life.  The more we talked, the more
resistant we became to the other person’s view.  The more we talked, the less
we heard.  Fortunately, we stopped, took a breath, and “reset” the
conversation.

Deborah remarked that if two people like us who know and love each
other so well, who respect each other as we do, cannot always talk and listen
and understand, then how difficult it is for people who do not even know each
other to communicate effectively.

We could use another Pentecost!

If the Spirit of God should move over us today, what would it be like? 
What would God do?  What would we do in response?  What would it be like
if we began living in the Spirit of God and could understand one another?

It would be a quieter world.  We would not all talk at the same time.  We
would give time and space for one another to say what is on our mind and
heart.  We would allow time and space for the other person to respond to
what we said, not only to react or rebuke, but to ask questions, to clarify, to
clear up any misunderstandings, and to do so without judgment.

Several days ago I was listening to a program on the radio and an older
gentleman described a conversation he and his wife had.  The two of them
were sitting together in their den when the man began feeling a bit amorous. 
He looked at his wife and said, “I'm proud of you!”  “What did you say?” she
asked.  A little louder, he said, “I'm proud of you.”  “What?  I can't hear you. 
Speak up!” she said.  Raising his voice with what tenderness he could
manage, he said, “I'm proud of you!”  “Yeah,” she shouted back, “I'm tired of
you, too!”  With a little more attention and patience, maybe we could improve
our communication.

Were the Spirit of God to dance over us and enable us to understand
one another, we would have a more respectful world.  We would recognize
the worth of other people.  We would not only talk about seeing other people
as children of God, we would treat them as God’s children–and we would act
as if we are, too.  We would value the opinions and motivations of other
people and do our best to understand why someone feels and thinks the way
she does.
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A couple of weeks ago, one of our members told me that when she was
in the grocery store–wearing her mask and doing her best to keep a safe
distance from other people–a man stepped in front of her at the pickle display. 
He was not wearing a mask.  She backed away and he turned and came
toward her.  When she told him that she was trying to keep a safe distance,
he cursed her and said that people like her were ruining life for people like
him.  Obviously shocked, she turned and quickly left the store, understandably
upset.  Later, after her own pulse had slowed and she had calmed down, she
reflected on that unsettling experience and wondered would could be going
on in his life to cause him to lash out at a stranger in that way.  So, she
prayed for him.  Whatever was going on was no excuse for his behavior, but
she had compassion for what might be behind the invisible mask that he was
wearing.

If the Spirit of God grabbed us by the hand and twirled a bit, we might
have a much safer world.  We might not resort to violence to resolve our
differences and problems.  How frightening and sad it has been this weekend
to watch protests in cities across our nation turn violent and destructive.  And
how tragic and frustrating it must be to know that for no reason other than the
color of your skin, your life is not valued.  Will we ever listen to the real fears
and frustrations that people of color have?  Will we ever seek an antidote for
the disease of racism which infects our communities and our world?  Will we
ever learn that honest conversation can often lead us to effective resolutions? 
If we listened in order to understand each other, we could help rather than
hurt one another.

If the Spirit of God danced through our lives, we would have a more
honest world.  Jesus told us that the truth will make us free; yet, so many of
us are locked in our own prisons of deceit.  We do not always make space for
truth–for ourselves or other people.  We might be afraid that the truth will
place us in jeopardy, but honest listening allows for truth that does not have
to be twisted or embellished.  We state our ideas, our needs, our fears, our
hopes, our sins, and our repentance and we seek forgiveness.  If we strive for
truth, even when it pains us and causes a setback to our own goals and
ambitions, we will benefit when we allow the truth to win.  How much trouble
and pain could we avoid if we confronted the truth together?

A visit by the Spirit of God on a day like today would lead us to a more
loving world. I suspect that if we honestly listened to one another and shut
down that running commentary in our minds that responds to everything
someone else says–even before they say it, we might discover that we agree
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more often than not.  At the least, we would be more open and empathetic
with one another and allow our compassion to guide our relationship.

I think that the essence of Pentecost is that God revealed the world to
be what Richard Walsh calls “a sacred schoolhouse.”  Listen to what he says:

If we choose to, we can see everyone as our teacher. 
Those people who have admirable qualities can inspire us; those
with destructive qualities can remind us of our shortcomings and
motivate us to change.  Confucius was very clear about this:
“When walking in the company of two other men I am bound to be
able to learn from them.  The good points of the one I copy; the
bad points of the other I correct in myself.” 

When we meet kind people, we can develop feelings of
gratitude and use those people as role models to inspire our own
kindness and generosity.  We can also learn from unkind people. 
Seeing how sensitive we are to criticism and hostility, we can
remember how sensitive others are and resolve to treat them
gently.  We can also practice forgiveness and find how much
better this feels than smoldering with resentment for days.
 

. . . try to see each person you meet as a teacher bringing
you an important lesson. Your challenge is to recognize what that
lesson is, then to learn as much as you can from this person . . .
the eye of the soul gradually opens and we become increasingly
aware of the sacred within us and around us.  Every person
becomes a teacher and a reminder of our spiritual nature, while
every experience becomes a learning opportunity . . . and we see
the world as a sacred schoolhouse designed to heal and awaken
us, and to teach us how to heal and awaken others.1

The blessing of Pentecost was not that God took over the minds and
hearts of the believers so that they suddenly had no choice as to what to do. 
The blessing of Pentecost is that they were empowered to live out the Gospel
that Jesus taught and lived.  They chose to dance with the Spirit.  They were
willing to be healed and awakened to the reality of God in the world.  They
became teachers for the people they met in the streets of Jerusalem.

1Roger Walsh, Essential Spirituality: The 7 Central Practices to Awaken Heart and Mind (John Wiley
& Sons, Inc.: 1999), 203–204, as quoted in Richard Rohr's Daily Meditation: Solidarity (May 30, 2020).
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We could sure use another Pentecost right now!  Maybe, if we pay
attention, we will realize that the Spirit of God has been dancing among us all
along.  If we are willing, we might learn to listen to God.  Through scripture,
in prayer and meditation, in worship, in service, and even through one
another, we can hear the voice of God.  In a few moments, Catherine and
Amelia will sing, “Do You Know Your Shepherd’s Voice?”  I suspect that if we
do our best to listen to our Shepherd, we will be able to hear and understand
one another a whole lot better.  That Pentecost might just change our lives
and the world!
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May 31, 2020 Prayer of Thanksgiving and Intercession

It has been a difficult week, O God.  Not only have we endured another
week of keeping distance, we have also dealt with the fear of other people
rushing back into activity too soon.  Some days we do not know quite what to
do.  On top of this crisis, we have witnessed appalling hatred and unbridled
disrespect bring our nation to the brink of a disaster of moral failure.

We need your help, O God.  We need clarity in order to know whose
lead to follow.  We need some sense of hope that this pandemic will finally
end.  We need a moral reawakening to our responsibility for one another.  We
need a resurgence of love.

We continue to pray for everyone who is ill from Covid-19 and for the
ones who are in recovery.  We pray for families who are numbed by the grief
of the death of a loved one and for everyone who is giving of themselves to
help save us all.  We pray for our nation and our world as we fight something
we cannot see or control.  Lead us to the insight and discoveries that will save
us all, we pray.

Our nation is wounded this weekend, Loving God.  It must grieve you
to see the ways in which we are so cruel to one another.  It must break your
heart to witness the ways in which we ignore and then brutalize your image
within us.  Forgive us, we pray, and let Christ be the mirror into which we look
to see our true selves.

We pray for all who need special care and loving intervention for what
ails them.  We pray for patience and endurance for us all.  We pray for
redemption for a world you birthed and for which you gave life.  Help us to
give life back, we pray, in the name of Christ.  Amen.


